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Abstract
Information about the quality of statistics has always been essential both for producers and users. In recent years, at national and international level, it has become more and more important to develop a standard approach to statistical quality assessment. In this paper we present the experience of the Italian Oros survey in adopting standard quality indicators and reporting. The survey estimates quarterly changes in gross wage and total labour cost for firms in the private sector using administrative sources combined with data drawn from the Monthly Survey on Labour Input variables in Large Firms. However, statistics based on the extensive use of administrative data imply additional problems in thinking up and building quality indicators. In fact, it is well known that the use of administrative data for statistical purposes requires to solve unusual quality problems and explore new conceptual and methodological approaches on quality assessing. In a traditional survey non-sampling errors can mainly be faced ex–ante while with administrative data mainly ex-post. This involves that many indicators conceived for traditional statistical surveys cannot be used and new ones must be created. Moreover, the timeliness of quarterly statistics implies further problems in choosing which quality indicators have to be monitored on a short term basis. The Oros survey has been implemented to keep control on the overall quality and efforts have been made to assess and measure quality through appropriate indicators. At first, the calculation of standard quality indicators (SQIs) suggested by Istat central quality experts has been implemented. Then, an Istat quality report (scheda di qualità SIDI) has been tested. Moreover, the Oros survey also satisfies the Labour Cost Index (LCI) Regulation, which implies the delivery to Eurostat of an annual Quality Report. The Italian LCI Quality Reports have been produced since 2004, strictly following the Eurostat approach to statistical quality. The Oros experience confirms that the quality reporting of surveys based on administrative data is difficult to standardise but some advancements can be made carefully choosing the proper indicators and the frequency of quality assessment, taking into account both users needs and production process monitoring requirements.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with the Italian experience in assessing quality in a short-term survey based on administrative data. The focus is on the specific problems and quality issues arising using a massive quantity of highly disaggregated administrative data with release timeliness constraints. The consequences on quality indicators and quality reporting are discussed.

After a brief description of the main features of the Oros survey in paragraph 2, the quality issues in using administrative data and the peculiarities of Oros data quality assessment are discussed in paragraph 3. In paragraph 4 the quality indicators from the Oros processing view are presented. A short review of the Oros quality reporting is given in paragraph 5. Some final remarks are presented in paragraph 6.

2. Main features of the Oros survey
Since 2003 the Oros\textsuperscript{1} survey estimates quarterly changes in gross wage, other labour costs and total labour cost per full time equivalent (FTE) for all firms in the private sector using administrative sources combined with data drawn from the Monthly Survey on Labour Input variables in Large Firms (hereafter Large Enterprises Survey - LES). The short-term survey was designed to fill a crucial gap in the Italian statistics and to meet the EU Regulations on Short Term Statistics (STS Regulation n.1165/98) and Labour Cost Index (LCI Regulation n.450/2003). The latter requires the quarterly production and transmission of an hourly labour cost index\textsuperscript{2}. Until 2002, the Italian National Statistical Institute has collected this information with a monthly frequency, to the limited extent of firms with 500 or more employees, through the LES. Then, the Oros survey was planned to extend the coverage to all business size classes. The huge number of small-size enterprises and the extremely dynamic nature of the Italian firms would have implied the design of a too onerous sample survey, with a considerable impact on the statistical burden on enterprises. The use of the employers’ social contribution declarations of the Italian National Social Security Institute (INPS) was the best alternative.

The survey exploits the INPS data for small and medium enterprises estimates, integrated with the data coming from Istat monthly census LES for enterprises with 500 or more employees (Baldi et al., 2004). The target sectors are sections from C to K of the European classification Nace Rev.1.1. Each quarter provisional indicators on the interest variables are released with a delay of about 70 days from the reference period. A revision of the preliminary data follows with a delay of 15 months.

Two different INPS archives are used, which contain respectively employment and wages information and structural details on the administrative units. The first source is the archive of the monthly social contribution declarations (DM10 forms). It refers to the electronic forms that all firms with at least one employee have to transmit to INPS within the 30th day from the end of the reference month. Given the Oros release timeliness, Istat asked INPS to transmit these electronic information as soon as it is uploaded on the central database, implying the availability of data completely raw, not subjected to any administrative check procedure. This set of information, delivered to Istat about 35 days after the end of the reference quarter, is used to produce the provisional estimates. That “provisional population” is extremely large and covers about 97-98% of the entire population which is available with a delay of

\textsuperscript{1} Oros stands for Occupazione (Employment), Retribuzioni (Wages), Oneri Sociali (Other labour cost).
\textsuperscript{2} The hourly LCI is compiled integrating Oros wages and labour costs data at the numerator with an hours worked estimation based on other Istat statistical sources.
about 12 months and used to produce the final estimates. In the current situation, each quarter about 1.3 million employers are considered, covering about 10 million employees. The other INPS source is the Administrative Register (AR) which contains structural information on the single administrative unit. It is downloaded at the end of each quarter and needs some treatment to be used for statistical purposes.

3. Quality issues in using administrative data and peculiarities of Oros data quality assessment

It is well known that the use of administrative data for statistical purposes requires to tackle unusual quality problems and explore new conceptual and methodological approaches on quality assessing. In fact, in a traditional survey non-sampling errors can mainly be faced ex-ante while with administrative data mainly ex-post. This involves that many indicators conceived for traditional statistical surveys cannot be used and new ones must be created. In the last decade National Statistical Institutes have accumulated more experience on this topic and also from a theoretical point of view few step ahead have been done (Eurostat 2003, ONS 2007, Thomas 2005, Wallgren and Wallgren 2007). But at the moment, a shared theory of accuracy assessment for statistics based on administrative data is still missing and statisticians seems to lag behind in building it (Platek and Sarndal, 2001). An interesting and promising quality framework has been proposed very recently (Daas et al. 2008) but still a lot of work must be done. Therefore, the Oros approach in data quality assessment is mainly based on a pragmatic view derived from the experience and a deep knowledge of the source.

To understand the peculiarities and the main quality issues in the Oros survey is useful to recall shortly the administrative data exploiting strategy Istat chose to face the release timeliness constraint. After preliminary studies INPS contribution declarations have been considered to be suitable for Oros purposes although the information contained inside was extremely detailed/disaggregated and the administrative metadata were rather fragmented. As INPS could not aggregate in the very strict time scheduled the DM10 data in the format required for Oros purposes, Istat decided the acquisition of the whole data source. In other words, Istat has been obliged to capture the extremely disaggregated raw micro data, in the original format they are transmitted by firms and without any check by INPS. This constraint has became an opportunity considering that it allows a more direct control on the aggregation/translation process and also a lot of detailed information available for other different statistical purposes. On the other hand, it implies a very complex preliminary phase of checks and computation inside the single DM10 to get to the target variables at micro level. Moreover, the correct exploitation of the huge quantity of administrative data entails coping with the very frequent changes in the basic INPS metadata which have an high impact on the correct translation of the target variables. Those continuous changes depend on the fact that in Italy a large part of labour, occupational and industrial policies have been taking the form of rebates in social contributions and enterprises have to use the DM10 declaration to take advantage of them. This implies that the process of retrieval of statistical target variables is heavily affected because continuously new components (administrative codes) of labour cost have to be included, while other information have to be excluded because they are not relevant for the statistical purposes.
The combination of a huge quantity of very detailed unchecked microdata in input with frequent changes in administrative metadata and a very short time schedule to produce the final quarterly output has lead to a complex and peculiar quality strategy along the whole process (Congia, Pacini, Tuzi 2008). The main unusual quality problems of the Oros production process have been faced planning ad hoc instruments and specific check phases (Figure 1):

- The availability of fragmented and insufficient INPS metadata has been overcome with the implementation of an in-house ad hoc metadata database collecting laws, regulations and other technical aspects regarding social security contribution (Banca Dati Normativa su retribuzione e contribuzione - BDN). To guarantee a stable retrieval of target statistical variables the BDN has to be quarterly updated³.
- To assure the quality of the aggregation and translation procedure to obtain the target variables, the monthly declarations go through a complex preliminary check procedure aimed at investigating and possibly correcting errors on administrative micro codes, record duplications, incoherencies with current legislation, etc. Furthermore, other labour costs such as employer injuries insurance premiums (INAIL) and termination of employment relationship allowance (TFR), not recorded in the DM10 declaration, have to be estimated at micro level using other sources of information. Afterwards the micro administrative codes are used to aggregate and obtain the target variables.
- The combination between INPS and LES data, realized at micro level, implies specific procedure to avoid units (and employment) double counting and to harmonize the statistical variables.
- To check if residual influential errors or legislation changes (implying administrative micro codes changes) not correctly reported in the previous steps are still present in the data, final key checks on macrodata are carried out.

Figure 1. Main unusual quality problems and related solutions in Oros process of production

³ To keep track of and understand changes in concepts, definitions, etc.
Those unusual quality issues imply a specific data quality assessment. Generally, before starting to use a particular set of administrative data, statisticians verify if they are suitable for the statistical purposes proposed, in other words, if all statistical requirements are met. Obviously, before using INPS data for the Oros survey all requirement (concept, definitions, classifications, coverage, etc.) have been deeply verified (Baldi et al. 2001). But in the Oros case, given the combination of:

1) frequent changes in law, regulations - and therefore in administrative metadata,
2) short-term frequency and the timeliness of the outputs,

some requirements have to be continuously verified and this adds a further level of difficulty in assessing the overall quality.

Thus, quality checks have been implemented along all Oros production process, trying to identify and develop appropriate quality indicators specific for administrative data to measures, for example:

- efficient and stable data capturing;
- completeness and consistency of metadata;
- stable and correct translation/retrieval of target statistical variables;
- correct integration among sources (INPS and LES).

All these quality indicators are described in details in the fourth paragraph.

The Oros survey has to meet Istat, Eurostat and other international organizations requests on quality reporting. Given the absence of a common framework on the assessment of administrative data those quality requirements are often rather different. Diverse views and practices regard also the basic format of quality reporting. For instance, Eurostat (2003) recommends to produce a source-specific report and a product-specific one because data from each administrative source may be used as an input into numerous statistical products and, conversely, each statistical product may use, as inputs, data from numerous administrative (and statistical) sources. But this distinction, correct from a general point of view, does not work in the Oros case, because there is a very non-conventional use of administrative data and this implies that the two reports overlap.

A short review of the Oros quality reporting experience is illustrated in the fifth paragraph.

4. A quality assessment from the Oros processing view

The quality strategy along the whole Oros production process has been implemented to identify the quality aspects relevant for the Oros statistical use of administrative data and to find proper measures for their assessment.

As a consequence of this effort, every quarter quality indicators are measured at each stage of the production process. They are monitored to keep under control data quality and to provide information to improve the process. Some of them are rather traditional indicators, useful mainly as documentation to assess the quality of process and output. Others are more oriented to carefully monitor every step of the quarterly process. The latter can signal decisive problems or detect sources of error helping survey managers to react quickly, solve problems and, if necessary, to run again the procedures.

In Table 1 the quality dimensions and indicators monitored from the Oros processing view are shown. They are measured mainly with a quantitative approach while for a few only a qualitative assessment has been possible. They are classified by the six different production phases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality aspect/dimension</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Measure/method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATA CAPTURING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Privacy and security assurance in the administrative file transmission</td>
<td>- Is the file encrypted by INPS? Y/N - Successful decrypting? Y/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Integrity of the administrative file (presence of wrong characters invalidating the file processing)</td>
<td>- Rate of wrong characters - Rate of characters converted - Rate of residual critical characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Frequency and target timing of deliveries</td>
<td>- Days from the end of reference period for the DM10 “provisional population”. - Days from the end of reference period for DM10 population - Days from the end of reference period for AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuality</td>
<td>Delay from the target delivery date</td>
<td>- Time lag of delay in days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Expected number of records and of DM10 forms (each DM10 lays on several records)</td>
<td>- Absolute number of records - Absolute number of units (DM10) - Ratio records/units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference month of each DM10 form</td>
<td>- Rate of units with wrong reference period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>METADATA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Availability of administrative metadata</td>
<td>- Number of official INPS acts to be collected, analysed and stored in the metadata database - Number of INAIL acts to be collected and analysed - Information on other sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Availability of updated administrative metadata</td>
<td>- Last updating of basic metadata on INPS web-site - Last updating of metadata on INAIL web-site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparability</td>
<td>Stability (changes) over time of administrative concepts and definitions</td>
<td>- Number of new and expired DM10 codes - Rate of DM10 codes by type (debts and credits) - Rate of codes to include/exclude for the retrieval of the statistical variables - Number of changes of INPS employer contribution rates - Number of changes of INPS employee contribution rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected quantitative impact of administrative metadata changes over time</td>
<td>- Y-on-Y monthly changes of INPS employee contribution rates - Annual change of INAIL premium rates by sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE DATA TREATMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Accuracy** | Coherence of administrative data (errors on DM10 codes-coherence with current legislation)  
Correct retrieval of statistical variables  
Correct aggregation of DM10 data  
Duplicate units treatment  
| Rate of DM10 codes with formal error  
Rate of edited DM10 codes  
Rate of invalid DM10 codes  
Rate of duplicate DM10 codes  
Weighted rate of codes to include/exclude for the computation of the statistical variables  
Rate of non-coherent values by codes  
Rate of duplicate units (DM10)  |
| Quality of identification and classification administrative information (INPS-AR) | Rate of wrong business id-code (fiscal code)  
Rate of missing business id-code (fiscal code)  
Rate of edited business id-code (fiscal code)  
Rate of units with a "first best" economic activity code (drawn from BR-ASIA)  
Rate of residual units with a "second best" economic activity code (INPS-AR)  
Rate of units without economic activity code  |
| Overcoverage due to units outside the survey scope | Rate of out-of-scope units (outside C-K sections, public units)  |
| **EDITING AND IMPUTATION** |  |
| **Accuracy** | Unit response rate for the DM10 "provisional population"  
| Response rate=Units of the DM10 "provisional population" on units of the DM10 population (unweighted and weighted)  
Cross-sectional and longitudinal coherence of the target variables at unit level (microediting)  
| Rate of units with violated edit rules  
Rate of units imputed  
Rate of items imputed  
Total contribution to key estimates from imputed values  
Rate of units interactively checked by sub-population  |
| Unit non-response imputation | Rate of units imputed  
Total contribution to key estimates from imputed units  |
| Presence of influential errors (selective editing by sub-population) | Rate of units imputed  
Rate of items imputed  
Total contribution to key estimates from imputed values  |
| **Accuracy/Comparability** | Coherence of macro data (macroediting)  
| Number of time series comparable with other sources  
Rate of suspicious domains identified by analytical checks  
Rate of suspicious domains identified by automatic detection  |
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTEGRATION WITH SURVEY DATA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence</td>
<td>Correct matching between administrative and large enterprises survey (LES) micro data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- False negative match rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- False positive match rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rate of units interactively checked (new entry, exit, big changer, incorrect fiscal code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(TRAMO-Error)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rate of domains checked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rate of units imputed after drill-down checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Total contribution to key estimates from imputed values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RELEASE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy/Reliability</td>
<td>Revision policy of target estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mean Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mean Absolute Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Time lag between the end of the reference quarter and the date of the release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Days from the end of the reference quarter to the date of the national press release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Days from the end of the reference quarter to the date of the transmission to Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuality</td>
<td>Time lag between the scheduled and the actual date of the release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Days from the scheduled press release date and the actual one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Days from the scheduled date of the transmission to Eurostat and the actual one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparability</td>
<td>Comparability over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Length of times series comparable over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Forms of data dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National press release (Y/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Yearbooks (Y/N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- On-line time series data base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Eurostat press release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Yearly country report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Metadata dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National Press release notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Metadata for Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- SDDS metadata for international institutional users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Metadata in SiQual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>Contacts with users and media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of quarterly access to the Istat on-line time series data base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Number of quarterly phone or e-mail contacts with users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Numbers of quarterly media releases and articles on Oros indicators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the whole, the largest number of indicators has been monitored to assess the accuracy quality dimension. Also comparability and timeliness components have been assessed through several indicators. Overall, the quality indicators produced in the entire Oros production process are 28 (Table 2).
Table 2 – Number of quality indicators for the different phases of the Oros production process by different quality dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Clarity</th>
<th>Timeliness</th>
<th>Punctuality</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
<th>Comparability</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Coherence</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Data capturing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Metadata</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Administrative data treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Editing and imputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Integration with survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Release</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different dimensions of quality are involved in different stages of the Oros process. Consistency, accessibility and punctuality are important quality aspects affecting data capturing, while the metadata phase is more related to comparability, clarity and timeliness. Accuracy dimension is a fundamental concern in both administrative data treatment and editing and imputation phases. Integration with survey data involves mainly the coherence dimension assessment, while the release stage is interested in the evaluation of almost all the quality dimensions.

5. Oros experience in producing standard quality indicators and reports

Since 2003, when the release of Oros quarterly indicators has started, different quality reporting needs have emerged. Quality reports can satisfy different target groups: producers, top management, central quality managers, international organizations and final users. In the last years many different kinds of standard reports has been proposed (Eurostat 2002, Laliberté et al. 2004, Brancato et al.2004).

Among the different quality indicators monitored in the Oros production process, only a little sub set is directly suitable for reporting data quality to both external and internal users in a standard way. Quality requirements initially were built from a theoretical point of view, generally referring to a typical sample survey, mainly cross-section. Moreover, they focused mainly on final output quality assessment.

At Istat level, after fruitful interactions between short-term survey managers and the Istat central quality management, more suitable indicators have been identified through a better reconciliation between theory and survey practices.

Nevertheless, many important quality indicators related to short-term survey based on administrative data still have little or no role in quality reporting existing guidelines. An exhaustive overview of the Oros quality reporting is given along two dimensions in Figure 2: the frequency of the reporting production and the different target users.
**Figure 2. Overview of Oros quality reporting**

### Oros quality reporting: an overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Oros Producers</th>
<th>Internal users (of micro and macro data)</th>
<th>Top managers and central quality managers</th>
<th>External Expert users (Eurostat, IMF, BCE,..)</th>
<th>General Public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td></td>
<td>Survey Documentation and Methodological Handbook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metadata in SDDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oros Process Monitoring Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oros PR explanatory notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td></td>
<td>LCI Quality Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Istat Quality Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SIDI information system for survey documentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quarterly LCI meta information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- + PROCESS
- + PRODUCT
- + QUALITATIVE
- + QUANTITATIVE
At the beginning, a basic assessment of general quality and administrative data suitability has been produced (“Survey documentation and methodology handbook”). This initial quality assessment describes in details the survey methods and the production of quarterly indices, including the suitability of concepts, definitions, translation scheme of administrative information into statistical variables, coverage, reference time, stability over time. This kind of documentation is produced in the survey design and implementation phases, and updated and modified when relevant methodological changes occur. This documentation is mainly qualitative and it is addressed to all users.

Then, every quarter the internal “Process monitoring report” is carried out, as described in § 3. Starting from these quality indicators produced quarterly, it has been possible selecting a proper set of indicators, to populate the Istat SIDI Information System for Survey Documentation and all other recurring reports required.

A short description of the most important characteristics of the different reports, referring to the two main indicators produced (Oros per FTE, hourly LCI), follows:

1. **SIDI (Information System for Survey Documentation)**
   - developed mainly to provide the top management and the central quality managers with qualitative and quantitative information on survey quality;
   - the basic qualitative documentation on each survey is partially disseminated on the System on the Quality (SIQual) available on Istat website;
   - required with reference to the Oros per FTE indicators released at national level;
   - annually updated;
   - includes a qualitative description of the survey features and methodology as well as a range of standard quality indicators on:
     - **Coverage**
     - **Response rate**
     - **Comparability**
     - **Timeliness**
     - **Revision policy**
     - **Human resources costs**

2. **Istat Quality Report**:
   - external-user oriented;
   - should be disseminated within the System on the Quality (SIQual) available on Istat website, but it is yet in an experimental phase;
   - produced as pilot report with reference to the Oros per FTE indicators released at national level;
   - based on both quantitative and qualitative approach within a framework coherent with Eurostat quality components;
   - consists of a subset of standard quality indicators appropriately chosen within those available from the SIDI:
     - **Response rate**
     - **Indicators on the revision policy (MR, MAR)**
     - **Timeliness for provisional data release**
     - **Timeliness for definitive data release**
     - **Length of the homogeneous time series**
contains also qualitative description of non-sampling error, relevance and accessibility dimensions.

3. **Labour Cost Index Quality Report:**
   - required by Eurostat to evaluate the quality of national hourly LCI used to produce the European aggregate index;
   - annually produced and transmitted since 2004;
   - based on a standard structure according to Eurostat dimensions of quality, with a further aspect related to the “completeness” (compliance) about the technical Regulation requirements:
     - Impact of revisions (MR, MAR)
     - Timeliness release
     - Coherence with Quarterly National Accounts
     - Longitudinal coherence
   - particular attention is paid to the description of the method for compiling hours worked (LCI denominator).

4. **Quarterly LCI meta information:**
   - a standard template, release-specific, required by Eurostat together with the quarterly LCI data transmission;
   - mainly based on qualitative indicators, contains a description of changes in the labour market (collective agreements, laws) which have an impact on quarterly data;
   - particular attention is paid to reasons of revisions in NSA, WDA and SA data and details on changes of modelling seasonal adjustment.

5. **Sdds Metadata:**
   - required periodically by Eurostat as basic documentation of both Oros per FTE indicators and hourly LCI;
   - based on a standard template proposed by IMF (International Monetary Fund);
   - contains mainly qualitative indicators and is divided in two separate parts:
     - Basic information that identifies four dimensions of data dissemination (the data: coverage, periodicity, and timeliness; Access by the public; Integrity of the disseminated data; Quality of the disseminated data)
     - Summary methodology with details on analytical framework, concepts, definitions and classifications

6. **Oros press release explanatory notes:**
   - a very short standard document attached to the Oros per FTE quarterly press release;
   - for all Istat short-term press releases to describe general aspects of the survey, methods and definitions;
   - contains only qualitative description
   - addressed to all users to inform timely about any relevant change of methodology

This overview shows a variety of requirements that have to be met with different reporting tools. Moreover some quality dimensions and indicators are rather heterogeneous.
Little attention is paid on administrative data and no specific quality indicators are required. In the Oros case the assessment of crucial quality aspects related to administrative data use is not reported to users. Finally, a better integration and systematizing of all the reviewed quality reporting tools is desirable but only partially achievable.

6. Conclusion
The paper has reviewed the different reporting tools used to assess quality of the quarterly Oros survey and the numerous quality indicators used mainly from a producer point of view have been described. The original use of administrative data has forced the Oros survey managers to monitor peculiar aspects of the quality not usually taken into consideration in the standard quality assessment approaches suggested by Eurostat or other international organizations. In fact, this quality assessment mainly derive from a bottom up approach, learning by doing, by monitoring and improving process quality, rather than applying general framework to the Oros case.
This confirms that the quality reporting of surveys based on administrative data is difficult to standardise but some advancements can be made carefully choosing the proper indicators and the frequency of quality assessment, taking into account both users needs and production process monitoring requirements.
There are several different ways of approaching administrative data quality assessment but it doesn't exist a clear best approach as each one can be more or less useful to producer or users according to the specific context.
The studies to get to better and generalised frameworks should go on combining theories and practices, “bottom up” and “top-down” strategies. The most interesting advancement in literature, not by chance has been written by NSI statisticians with high practical experience in management of administrative data (Daas et al. 2008, Thomas 2005).
In the Oros case several specific indicators to assess the quality of the process, in particular the metadata updating and the translation/aggregation of raw INPS data, have been successfully implemented. These specific indicators are essential from the producer point of view, but they could also be used to report to the users some key quality issues. On the other hand, the Oros survey satisfies the Istat internal (SIDI) and external (Eurostat, IMF) requests of standard quality reports using more traditional indicators. At Istat level, some advancements have been made in choosing more appropriate indicators for documenting quality of short-term business surveys. But some more efforts are needed to get to a higher harmonization to avoid producing too many, slightly different, indicators.
Moreover, to improve Oros quality reporting more work must be done in two directions:
• the Oros more specific indicators need to be further systematized and maybe combined with the more traditional ones;
• given the trade-off between the need to monitor many different dimensions and indicators and the timeliness, a right balance must be find choosing an appropriate subset of indicators to be produced and used on a short-term basis.
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